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ABSTRACT

This paper presents preliminary results from an ongoing
research study, which explores the process of organizing
personal information from a cognitive sociological
perspective. To collect data, a short background
questionnaire, a diary study, and two post-diary semistructured interviews were conducted, for each of the
participants. The initial analysis of the results showed that
there are five stages in the process of personal information
organization. Each stage involved different actions,
thoughts, decisions, and factors. The findings from this
study will deepen our understanding about information
organizing behavior and will contribute to the development
and design of various personal information devices and
applications that support individuals’ organizing their
information.
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INTRODUCTION

Personal information is the information one keeps for
personal use, either directly or indirectly. In everyday life,
people extensively engage in organizing information files.
However, while there have been a number of theories and
critical findings that broaden our understanding about
categorization, information behavior, and personal
information organization, few studies examined the process
of organizing personal information. Therefore, this research
study explored the process of organizing personal
information. Eventually, the researcher aims to develop a
new model that explains the process of organizing personal
information.
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BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

While numerous previous works presented critical findings
in understanding categorization, most of the early
categorization
theories
examined
categorization
conceptually or investigated classification of objects in the
natural world (Aristotle 2007 [B.C.350]; Berlin & Kay,
1969; Rosch, 1978; Wittgenstein, 1953; Zadeh, 1965).
In the case of information behavior research, a number of
studies dealt with how people seek new information (Bates,
1989; Belkin, 1980; Kulthau, 1991; Savolainen, 1995;
Wilson, 1997). However, fewer studies have focused on
how people organize personal information (Jones &
Teevan, 2007).
In addition, studies in personal information organization
mainly focused on the end results of organization or a
specific aspect of the process, rather than examining the
process as a whole. To be more specific, the major findings
from these studies have been to identify: (1) organizational
structures of people’s classification systems such as number
of files, folders, size of each category, and the depth of
those organizational structures (Bergman, Whittaker,
Sanderson, Nachmias, & Ramamoorthy, 2010; Gonҫalves
& Jorge, 2003; Henderson & Srinivasan, 2009); (2)
different types of personal information objects (Barreau &
Nardi, 1995; Cole, 1982); (3) different types of personal
information organizing strategies (Bälter, 1997; Boardman
& Sasse, 2004; Fisher, Bruxh, Gleve, & Smith, 2006;
Malone, 1983; Whittaker & Sidner, 1996); (4) criteria that
were used in organizing personal information (Barreau
1995, 2008; Case, 1991); and (5) factors that influence
personal information organization (Barreau, 1995, 2008;
Kwasnik, 1989, 1991).
As shown above, few studies explored the process of
organizing information, and little is known about how these
organizational structures are constructed, what decisions are
made during the process, what is happening cognitively,
and what factors impact people’s grouping and separating
of information items during the process of organizing
personal information. Most importantly, social influence on
the organization process has been not investigated, although
personal organization is heavily influenced by society
(Zerubavel, 1991; Zerubavel, 1996). Thus, the field needs
research that holistically examines the information
organizing process from a cognitive sociological
perspective.
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THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This research applies a cognitive sociological perspective to
understand how people organize their information. The
perspective of cognitive sociology is that the mind is social,
and people think not only as individuals and as human
beings, but also as social beings that are located in
particular social environments (Brekhus, 2007; Zerubavel,
1997). In this view, classification is a social mental act that
people perform as social beings. Examples of this social
nature of classification are certain distinctions that are made
in some societies, but not in others (Zerubavel, 1991). As a
matter of fact, people frequently categorize certain objects
very similarly to how others around them do. In particular,
cognitive sociology uses the expressions “lumping” and
“splitting” in explaining the process of category
constructions (Zerubavel, 1996). In the process of
“lumping”, people group things together by focusing on
similarities and overlooking differences, and in the process
of “splitting”, people separate things by exaggerating
differences and ignoring similarities. In this view, the world
is continuous, but people perceive it as discrete chunks
through the mental process of lumping and splitting
(Zerubavel, 1991; Zerubavel, 1996). In addition, this
process of lumping and splitting is largely influenced by
society, especially an individual’s thought community,
which is a community of people mutually exchanging ideas
or maintaining intellectual interaction (Fleck, 1981).
Thought communities shape people’s perspectives and the
ways people perceive the world around them, eventually
causing members of those communities to perceive and
organize things similarly (Brekhus, 2010; Zerubavel, 1997).
This study uses this cognitive sociological view on
categorization as a theoretical framework to explore the
process of organizing personal information.
METHODS

For the participants of the study, a particular thought
community (the academic community) was chosen. In
addition, participants in different professional ages were
selected because the length of time a person spent in a
certain thought community can influence how one
organizes information as a member of that thought
community. Therefore, this study recruited 23 participants,
consisting of 7-9 participants each from undergraduate
students, graduate students, and professors. In collecting
data, a short background questionnaire, a diary study, and
two post hoc semi-structured interviews were conducted.
More specifically, the researcher asked participants to
record a diary over a week on a given template whenever
they organized information in digital forms. Then, in the
first interview, the researcher asked how and why
participants organized information files as they did, based
on the diary entries. Then, after 2-4 weeks, the researcher
asked whether there had been any changes made to files or
folders that were discussed in the first interview. Interviews
were transcribed and coded with a set of categories based
on the literature and the researcher’s analysis of the
literature. Then the researcher started to analyze data to

confirm, extend, and otherwise modify the initial
categories. The initial model is presented in Figure 1. This
model will be further investigated, modified, and expanded
with more analysis of the data.
INITIAL FINDINGS

The initial analysis of the results showed that the process of
organizing personal information consists of five stages: (1)
initiation; (2) identification; (3) examination/comparison;
(4) selection/creation/modification; and (5) categorization.
In addition, each stage involved different actions, thoughts,
decisions, and factors. It was found that social foundation
of participants heavily influenced the whole process.
Initiation

In the first stage, participants initiated the organizing
process when they had a file. In this stage, when files were
not organized, they felt messiness and initiated organization
in an effort to eliminate this messiness. In this stage, the
primary decision was whether to organize a file into a
category or not, and this decision was influenced by various
factors such as future use of the file or number of related
files.
Identification

Once participants decided to organize a file, they identified
that file so that they could figure out how they should
organize it. When identifying a file, typifications occurred.
To be more specific, participants typified a certain file by
ignoring the uniqueness of the file and regarding it as a
typical member of a category. This stage was influenced by
factors such as format, purpose, or source of the file.
Examination/Comparison

In this stage, participants examined existing categories to
see whether they had relevant categories for an unorganized
file. Then, participants compared this unorganized file with
organized files in relevant categories so that they could
decide where they should categorize the unorganized file.
In this process, participants assessed similarities and
differences between new and existing files. When
examining whether they had a relevant category for the file
or not, they considered the main purpose, format, and topic
of the file when deciding about relevant categories.
Selection/Modification/Creation

When the participants found that they had a relevant
category to organize the file, they selected that category
from existing categories. If they did not have an appropriate
category to organize that file, they modified the existing
category or created a new category to organize that file. In
this stage, when participants selected one of the existing
categories, they adjusted the mental gap between new and
existing files. However, when they failed to adjust this
mental gap, they modified the existing category or created a
new category for the file.
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Categorization

In this stage, participants placed a file into a category. This
stage involved several post-categorization decisions such as
keeping, moving, re-categorizing, or deleting files. Those
decisions were influenced by appropriateness or use of the
file.
Social Influence

The influence of the thought community of participants was
found in the whole process of organizing personal
information. For instance, in the “Identification” stage, files
were often recognized and typified by the primary tasks of
the academics such as “teaching materials” or “papers to
review”. In addition, in the “Examination/Comparison”
stage as well as “Selection/Modification/Categorization”
stage, participants often assessed and adjusted mental gaps
between new and existing files based on the academic uses
of the file. For example, although both “dissertation survey”
and “exam” files were in a Word file (format), created by
the same person (source), and created in summer 2011
(time), they were separated from each other because their
academic uses were different.
CONCLUSION

This study presented the preliminary results from an
ongoing study that explores the process of organizing
personal information in a digital form from a cognitive
sociological perspective. This study is still in process, and it
will be further modified and extended while the researcher
analyzes more data. The findings from this will advance
knowledge about people’s information organization
process, of which little is currently known. This research
will also lay an empirical foundation for further study of
information organizing behaviors. In particular, taking a
cognitive sociological perspective has its unique
contribution to the field. The results from this research will
make direct contributions to the development of devices
and interfaces that support individuals’ organizing
information.
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Figure 1. Personal Information Organizing Process (PIOP) model.
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